
Mother of Mercy, hide the kids, bolt the doors. The 
Chiropractic quacks are in town! 

 
I read, in a recent article, of a patient that was expressing their concerns about pain 
they were having and were asked if they had ever been to a Chiropractic Doctor.  They 
said, “well you know what they say about those Chiropractors, they are all quacks.”  
“And once you start, you got to go back for the “rest of your life” and can never stop.”  Is 
that like a Lays Potato Chip kind of deal?  
 
The response, from what I read, you might inquire, cuz inquiring minds always want to 
know?  “Well, the hardest part of being a Quackopractor is getting the chicken to stop 
squirming when you are cutting its throat to get the blood for the satanic healing 
ceremonies. And it is really challenging to now get organic chickens without GMO 
tainted blood.”  Satan does not like GMO fed hens!  It messes up the rituals, you know.   
 
And there was a follow up to the initial response that went something like this, in the 
article.  Is taking Advil for pain or your cholesterol meds or your high blood pressure 
meds or your diabetes meds or your thyroid meds or your anti-depressants, DAILY, for 
the last 20 years the same as having to always go back to the Chiropractor cuz you 
cannot stop? Aren’t you going back to the drugs everyday?  Don’t you have to go back 
to the Allopath MD for the rest of your life to get your medication prescription?   And 
then on to your pharmacist for the rest of your life to get those drugs that you think keep 
you healthy and can never stop. Gosh, I never thought about it that way, did you?  I 
thought those where very insightful inquiries from the author of that article. 
 
Hey, heart disease is the number one killer of us. Well, now, you have been taking 
Lipitor and Crestor to lower your cholesterol for 20 years to prevent heart attacks and 
strokes.  How come heart disease is still the number one killer of you? Can you think 
are you just trained squirrels?  It appears the later is the answer. Grow up and start 
thinking. And start asking your MD why you are still sick after being on their drugs for 20 
years.  But then again you are too lazy to want to do the right thing, which is take 
responsibility for your illness with your aberrant lifestyle.   
 
Oh, too harsh for you?  Then ponder this…….. 
In 2004 the Genome Project stated that 95% of all disease is a result of your poor 
lifestyle.  In 2008, the American Cancer Society which has no interest in finding a cure 
for cancer stated that 98% of all cancer is a direct result of your poor lifestyle.  That 
means all the crap you shove in your mouth, lack of exercise, etc. 
 
That means your irresponsibility caused your disease and your cancer, etc. Grow up 
and take responsibility for what you created and stop listening to these hack MD 
oncologists that only want to poison you to death. Are you really that stupid and 
ignorant? Really? 
 



Then I read about Critical Thought.  Critical thought is quite exhausting for me when 
someone sets me to thinkin’, how about you?  Then I read, try stopping the psychotropic 
drugs from your allopath MD psychiatrist, cold turkey, you have been on for the last 20 
years and watch what happens?  Ugly is an understatement, the author illustrated.  
Decide to stop Chiropractic, cold turkey, and watch what happens. Nothing.  No painful 
withdrawal symptoms, cold sweats, vomiting or having to be placed on another 
psychotropic drug, which is also addicting, to combat the withdrawals of the first one 
you stopped and having to go back to the allopath psychiatrist monthly to adjust the 
meds for the rest of your life.  
 
The author went on to provide definitions of the following words from Webster’s 
Dictionary that might assist us in understanding the point of the author, if there is a 
point.  Is there really a point to anything?  Oh, by the way, the author wanted us to know 
that a Dictionary is a very big book that tells you what words mean.  Will wonders never 
cease? 
 
 
 
Medical:  “Pertaining to medicine” 
 
Medicine:  “The science and art dealing with the maintenance of health 
                                 and prevention and alleviation of disease” 
 
Allopathy (MD’s): “A system of practice that aims to combat disease by use of 
                                drugs and surgery producing effects different from or  
                                incompatible with those produced by the disease itself.” 
 
Quack:  “Presenting falsely as having curative powers” or “to imitate  
                                 or utter the sound of a duck or another quack”.  MD’s. 
 
Propaganda:             “False information or rumors deliberately spread to harm    
                                  a person or organization”.***  
 
*** (The author added a side note to this attempting to illustrate that “propaganda” is 
what Hitler’s propaganda minister Josef Goebells did that was successful in gassing 
thousands of Jews and turning Germans against each other and what the American 
Medical Association was convicted of in 1987 by the United States Supreme Court for 
attempting to “contain and destroy the Chiropractic profession because they were a 
threat to the monetary gain of the AMA”.  Gosh, I found that quite interesting. I had no 
clue, did you?) 
 
By definition, Allopathy is what your MD practices, is what the author clearly illustrates.  
They are Allopathic Medical Doctors as opposed to Naturopath Medical Doctors, 
NMD’s, which enhance the body’s own innate healing capacity.  Not to be confused with 
ND’s, Naturopathic Doctors, which are often no better than your drug prescribing MD’s.  
The ND’s have been bought out by the drug companies and are not integrated 



functional medicine providers like NMD’s.  They are paint by number technicians owned 
by the pharmaceutical companies just like the MD’s and the DO’s.  The author clearly 
explained that Allopathic MD’s, the DO’s and the ND doctors advertise they have 
curative powers and their treatment heals folks.  On the other hand, the author 
noted, Chiropractors clearly explain to folks that they do not cure or heal 
anything.  Only the body heals itself if given the appropriate tools. 
 
The body does that on its own, if given the proper and appropriate unobstructed 
avenues in which to do so.  The author goes on to reveal that Chiropractors practice the 
science and art of the maintenance of health and prevention and alleviation of disease, 
which is the literal definition of Medicine.  
 
Chiropractors truly do practice Medicine in the literal sense of the word and that 
is what you are searching for, isn’t it?  Not toxic drugs and failed surgeries that 
drive folks to suicide or poor quality of life hooked up to machines for the rest of 
your life. Gosh, I did not know any of that, did you?  Golly I just love learnin’ me new 
things, don’t you? The MD’s the DO’s and the ND’s practice quackery by definition and 
you don’t have a clue, do you?   
 
If anyone says they can CURE you, you are in the hands of quackery and 
witchcraft. 
 
The author, of that article, goes on to ask some additional insightful questions.  
 
1,600 Americans die each day as a result of the treatment of cancer in this country for 
pure profit and that is not quackery?   
 
Removing healthy body parts thru needless surgeries, for pure profit, is not quackery?  
Cutting off healthy breasts prophylactically, for pure profit, is not quackery?  Poisoning 
folks with chemotherapy to literal death, when they know it does not work and pure 
profit is not quackery?    
 
Irreparably burning folks and disfiguring them with radiation is not quackery?  Repeated 
failed surgeries that drive folks to suicide like my brother Michael this past year, is not 
quackery?   
 
Addicting children to dangerous psychotropic drugs that cause them to kill their 
classmates because those drugs cause them to be suicidal and psychotic, is not 
quackery?   
 
Mis-diagnosing and mis-prescribing medications that carry serious side effects and 
death, is not quackery?   
 
Forcing pregnant female nurses and infants to be injected with vaccines that have toxic 
viruses, formaldehyde, mercury, paint solvent etc that will directly effect the fetus and 
the health of those children is not quackery?   



 
Providing dangerous treatment procedures to you and your children, for pure profit, that 
the provider would never have done to themselves or their family, is not quackery?   
 
Injecting 9 year old girls and boys with Gardasil and Cervariz vaccines for HPV causing 
thousands of children to die or left with permanent neurological damage when all 
researchers, the manufacturer and the Allopathic Doctor themselves admit that HPV is 
self limiting within the first year and does not cause the deaths advertised, is not 
quackery?   
 
How many are maimed, disfigured or die at the hand of Chiropractic Doctors?  The 
author, with laser like precision, asked.   The answer for you Allopathic MD addicts is 
NONE. 
 
The author of that article did pose one last question.  Who are the real quacks, the 
Chiropractors, the Allopaths, the Osteopaths, the Naturopathic doctors or You?  I did 
not understand the question.  Do you?   
 
Awe, I am just messin with you. Of course I understand the question. YOU are the 
quacks. Many of you lack critical thought and you believe anything your Allopath tells 
you without thoroughly investigating it first and you all want the quick fix without having 
to work for your healing or cure.  And that is how they get you. They have the quick fix 
that will make you “good as new.” Sadly, that rarely is the case. They simply lied to you 
and you bought the Kool Aid.   
 
You cannot reverse the removal of a normal healthy breast.   
 
You cannot reverse a failed back surgery that leaves you in constant pain hooked on 
narcotics for “the rest of your life”.  
 
You cannot reverse the disfigurement of burning through radiation. You cannot reverse 
death due to chemotherapy.   
 
Look at a death certificate of one of your patients that says, “Death due to 
Chemotherapy Toxicity”, when it did not have to happen and then come talk to me.   
 
Look at one of your patients that was a healthy 2 year old infant and now severely 
autistic after an MMR vaccine and then come talk to me.   
 
Walk into a surgery suite and watch the anesthesiologist read the newspaper and take 
phone calls while your very life is in his hands and then come talk to me.  There is no 
such thing as a routine surgery.  It is invasive and it is a potential threat to your life if you 
really understood what goes on in those rooms. 
 
My brother Michael, last year, died at the hands of Allopathic MD quacks after several 
repeated failed surgeries left him a near vegetable and after they repeatedly promised 



him they could help him.  He trusted in their skills and their words. He trusted that they 
would help him and heal and cure him like they claimed they could do to the tune of 
thousands of dollars and they could of cared less he took his life as a result of their 
failures and their lies that stripped him of his dignity, his self esteem, his hope and 
ultimately his life.  
 
In 6 months he went from a vibrant model of a man teaching yoga around the world to 
dead. And you don’t call that quackery? And none of the doctors, that murdered him, 
showed up to his funeral. And you don’t friggin’ call that quackery? Are you that 
ignorant?  No, you are just that stupid. 
 
You think Obamacare will cure all your ills and save you money?  This act was 
designed to be the most managed and most benefit restrictive health care process in 
the history of this country. And you bought that Kool Aid as well.  Well, just wait until you 
really need care.  
 
No, I mean really need serious care. Not for what most of you run to doctors with, 
sniffles and pain in your pinky.  If you had a critical thought process you would clearly 
understand the Insurance industry as well as the Pharmaceutical industry would have 
never allowed the passing of this bill if it were not to be a cash register for them.  
 
Who do you think wrote the Affordable Health Care Act? The Pharmaceutical industry 
that funded Obama’s campaign wrote the bill, lock stock and barrel and Obama had no 
clue of what was in it because he did not care about you. He only cared about re-
election. Obama is and was the bitch of the drug companies.  Grow up and understand 
that. Drug prices have sky rocketed since the implementation of Obama care. Insurance 
premiums have skyrocketed since the implementation. And Obama walked out of the 
White House a multi-millionaire on your back. He sold you out and destroyed health 
care in this country. 
 
Look here real close like….the only people that think the AFCA or Obama care is good 
are the ones that are under Medi-cad or Medi-Cal because they think health care is 
more drugs.  Now hear this real close like….just because Obama allowed the drug 
companies to expand Medi-cad does not mean you have HEALTH insurance.  It only 
means you now can go to an MD at Kaiser or Health Care Partners and get more drugs 
to manage your disease. That is not health care, my friend.  That is keeping you sick 
and stupid so the powers to be can control you. Grow up.   
 

OBAMA CARE IS THE MOST EGREGIOUS GAME TO EVER BE PERPETRATED 
UPON THE UNSUSPECTING AND IGNORANT AMERICAN PUBLIC 

-DR. ANTHONY M. ANTONACCI 
 
 Here ya go America. Drink more of our Kool Aid. Yes, we will take care of you, don’t 
worry.”  “Go to sleep with your binky and all will be better in the morning.” “Trust in us.”  
And you don’t call that quackery?   
 



I only trust in God. I would never be so foolish to trust 
in any man or woman. 

 
If YOU want to improve health care in this country make it a health care system instead 
of a disease care system. Start by going into the Allopathic schools, the Osteopathic 
schools and the Naturopathic schools and stop making them clearing houses for trained 
squirrels that only learn to paint by numbers with drugs, surgical devices, cutting, 
poisoning and burning.  How about we do that?  
 
How about we teach folks how to take care of themselves instead of pretending that 
your once a year physical “wellness” exam is all it takes and as long as your “numbers” 
are good you can do whatever you want with no focus on nutrition or exercise?  How 
about YOU do something about your health and take responsibility for yourself instead 
of handing your body and your mind over to folks that have no clue what to do with 
them?  You are lazy and that is why you are sick and miserable and shackled to 
prescription medications. Grow up. 
 
Your Allopathic MD is the 3rd leading cause of death in America and you continue 
to go to those hacks for care and that is not quackery?  Gosh, are you really that 

stupid?  Apparently, huh? 
 
There is one thing I do understand after reading my essay. I understand to keep my 
mind throttled wide open to veracity and my own critical thought process, don’t you?  
The author, me, added one last thought; “Never forget this one very important lesson in 
life taught by Will Rogers”…………”NEVER SQUAT WITH YOUR SPURS ON”.  Think 
on that awhile if you even know how to think. 
 
Back to Chiropractic…one of the most profound healing arts ever known to man.  
Spinal health is the key to all health.  Without the nervous system functioning on all 
“Eights”, you will never know vibrant health.  Think on that one for a while, if you can 
think any longer. 
 
Here is Chiropractic in a nutshell:  It is a real health care profession that practices 
Medicine in the true sense of the word.  It is very concerned with the diagnosis, 
treatment and prevention of mechanical disorders of the musculoskeletal system and 
the effects of these disorders on the function of the nervous system and general health.  
There is an emphasis on manual treatments including spinal adjustments and other 
extremity joint articulations as well as soft tissue manipulation, nutrition and exercise. 
 
Chiropractic recognizes and emphasizes the inherent or innate recuperative power of 
the body to heal itself.  Chiropractic spinal manipulation works by placing your body in 
the proper structural position that then allows the body to heal itself along with functional 
nutrition, which is the medicine for your body, and exercise, which is the catalyst.  
Chiropractic Medicine enhances the body’s immune system, freeing up energy to use 



towards disease prevention and maintaining homeostasis in the body.  As a result, the 
patient is able to think, move and perform much more effectively. 
 
Consider the following quote by Nobel Prize recipient, Roger Sperry: 
 
“Better than 90% of the energy output of the brain is used in relating the physical 
body in its gravitational field.  The more mechanically distorted a person is, the 
less energy available for thinking, metabolism and healing” 
 
Now, do you understand the critical importance of Chiropractic Medicine?  I would never 
consider a life without regular Chiropractic Medicine as part of my health quiver.  And by 
regular I mean 1 visit per week.  Heck, you spend more on your daily Starbucks 
mochalattepoopoos than you would on one adjustment per week or per month. 
 
Health is not found in a pill, a surgery or a radiation treatment.  If you don’t start taking 
responsibility for your health and intend to hand your body over to an Allopathic MD 
quack, then that is on you, my friend. Don’t come running to us after they have hacked 
you apart, poisoned you beyond repair or burned you beyond recognition.   
 
Chiropractic has been proven safe and effective for over 150 years in the treatment of 
newborns to geriatrics, without the severe side effects and deaths caused by allopathic 
MD treatments.  

 

This one is for my brother Michael who died at the hands of the 
Allopathic MD quacks that murdered him 

 

Vaya Con Dios 
 

 


